The conversion of man to love
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1. Spirit and Word
Essence and truth fill reason
from a glimmer of light, complete understanding is born
I go out of the gloomy world
forgetting what I leave behind
but I could remain word of mouth
to tell what in the heart it hurts
a fallen reality imprisons all of us
like a spider's web or a prison from which you do not escape
you do not know if on the right or if on the left
an escape can render sight eternal
yet something in me happened
an experience that wraps me more and more often
Of words, yes, I'm full
and I would like to fill the whole world with it
Because I know where it leads, it makes no sense
and I would like to stop everyone from accessing it
I would like to bring you to Heaven
go out together from this deadly cage
If you trust you will feel renewed

because the true Word is the lifeblood
I have walked, and with you I walk
towards a road that will make you happy
not that the world is wrong
but without Truth it is dead
Now I welcome you new lights
that will help you move through all these fumes
Come on, do not build on the sand of human thought,
on golden wings we will fly now
leave aside all that is insane
the Truth that vivifies us we will find
2. Light in my eyes
Enter my eyes or Light,
that all you want to make clear to reason
Only with knowledge will I have peace
that will make me from the top beasts
I'm rude I do not accept
be the seed without eternity
I would like to live with blood chosen
to know how to win the world that pushes me from every part
I am pulled out of myself
from those of garbage he has full chest
in my heart I hear more and more often
that of immortality I want the intellect to be full
or drop of the God of omnipotence
that in the skull you operate without ever stopping
bring me to perfect omniscience
that the little man can not ask you
I come to you or the Divine Spirit,
because my trust is fearless
and as the glass is filled with good wine
your wisdom makes my life proud
With you from above then I will look
contemplating with holy judgment from just
and according to Christ, I will report everything
because only in him there is glory and pride

3. Creation
Wonderful work
that God's art brings marvelous image
fruit trees and grass
Starry sky and dizzy beauty
of various and different animals
rich in abundance
while the gem, the man
dominates everything with creativity
Wonderful treasure that nourishes mind and heart
finished contemplating
it's still really all to begin with
Because of wonderful secrets
you are hiding
and to the wise eyes
you reveal the best
with love given
to such a great creature
reveal with your beauty
of our Creator the pure image
4. Assumed world
O world of assaults
that you fill your head with thorns
I can not stay with you
I prefer you to transform
if another man will have you imperfect
it is not in me that it will be the defect
for I have fought for your good
but perhaps another hundred have poisoned you
Or tell me where you're going
if you can reason with hindsight
because impression of foolish emptiness
you gave me pain now more than once
Talk about having opened your mind
but the salt you fill it with is worthless
for if you do not fill everything with love
you are the dead, I have no mourning face

Yes, it is love that gives life
while hate destroys it
if at first the soul does not make friends
Tomorrow the lion on her roars
Now then, listen, will you wake up?
without God, listen, there is no Savior
but you bask in a trivial food
and never think about what the Redeemer promises
5. Hell
I'm talking about hell
in which the pain is hard and eternal
I did it to escape it
and there's nothing useful that he did not say
But with pain known little awareness
of what every consciousness basically expects
for everyone knows that it will be judged
but of a thousand vanities, then the heart is filled
Where hatred is law and action
you can not ask forgiveness, I'm sorry, to the Lord
How can you get out of it? Then why do you go there?
Be wise and cunning, get off your troubles now
Who of love fills the heart,
he will never see it, pain
if he has done for himself and for others
he has already paid his duties well
but their damned, what compassion!
Of fire and gloomy their prison
sulfur and tar and stink to no end
while for the sufferings one would like to faint
but dead existence remains without peace
wrapped and nauseated by boiling pitch
For what can be done?
Think of the living,
and with our actions
let's make them happy
6. Lucifer

His head was full of pride
the angel who could not hear the heart
"above God my throne will be laid
and also to Him I will be superior "
But the creature as he can without the Creator
be something that no longer dies?
and you would fall from Christ judged
when you were not prostrated to Him
Not God, not God, but the unjust will
I will give the hell a sad reality
That horrid place you have created
you and the creatures that are heard to say "cursed"
How can the angel love hate
he who was all created with love
such great transformation gives oblivion
that changes the fact of our nature?
It goes back and does not kill us
in the name of Christ, do not attack us
right we have to seek salvation
do not blind us with awareness
I believe in God and without Him I have no sense
go out of my life and have absolute respect
go out or thief of souls, that I do not want to be lost
that God has filled our breasts with free will
7. Pilgrims
Wonderful garden that was our joy
prelude blessed of superior happiness
lost we have you, for our throat
to be like God, but without His heart
Now in tears, we sigh
sad and afflicted, looking for Ciel sereno
But, Father, we know, we do not forget you
pilgrims and exiles, will we come back home?
Do not forget our hope
of eternal life, wise and blessed
Let us enter into the ancient eternal dance
Please return the stolen identity to us

8. Annunciation
I salute you, or beauty all invested
that your soul is filled with all grace
Welcome your creator
and give the world the Redeemer
For you, the Light will come to you
Immaculate Truth, Salvation and Peace
All women and all men follow you
praying, praying, defeating all limits
Teach true prayer, with so much wisdom
that of immeasurable joy gives hope
turn your eyes to us, let the heart be corrupted
gives birth to the divine little child in our souls
with Him we will come out of death
and of the Ciel we will have opened the doors
Let your smile be your whole life
always refresh the image of your face in us
9. the evil
I see you, or badly, and I know you can fill it up
I have no blind eyes to your infernal presence
the world has given you too much listening, until you die
but to me that you are sorry
you can not fool me
your arrogance threatens
but I can tame you
Believe that love is a trivial thing
and of violent things, only to speak
I can not love your doctrine
elsewhere I turn my heart
even if present, you do not touch me now
because only I fill my eyes with love
but how I sympathize how many are off
and sins and sins accumulate from the four winds
because every vehicle you use is used
and your poison spreads so much
but I tell you not to be serene

that God will come back to burn all this hay
10. Bethlehem
Blessed night that enlighten the world
in front of the little baby my heart is setting
not castles and shorts but stable for oxen
and intense cold for the king of the Jews
but You have chosen to be last
to save even the lowest
and you can give the eternal crown
even to the hardest that gives to you
blessed mystery of the king of the last
of the simple, the good, please redeem me
What is complicated only the simple understands
while the superb towards You is proud
You start, You, in the smallest way
and you end badly, treated as a delinquent
but the angels, in chorus, tell us this
without you we are nothing at all
Pastors and wise men before you
for you neither the last nor the first is rejected
Blessed that Mother who always had sweet care
forming with his sweetness, the heart, to the greatest Shepherd
new Adam and new Eva
king of a kingdom that no desire promised
Please pray to us, bring us with you
coming to the stars, starting from the oxen
11. The Herods
Or ugly Herod who kill us
look inside you,
instead of giving us nothing
you fill your actions with empty words
and you are only dead guides for our souls
We as children of you trust us
and instead you superb poison us
On what do you found a happy kingdom?
On the smile of the last

or on some low hearts
peace?
But who are you heralds?
What goodness are you wearing?
Take care that hot coals accumulate on you
if you are not repentant to the true law
Only Sinai, the Gospel and Love
can you say you have better intelligence?
But you fools do not want to bend
because they are the lodges you want to serve
12. In Egypt
Our life among idols until awakened
pushed in every direction and never lit.
pulled out of itself, the conscience dies
and to know and do good loses all science
Magnificent tombs then dream
to make your own name big and powerful
But servants and minors thus enslave themselves
making of one's soul something that is nothing
O fools of heart, seek salvation
the victory with arrogance, I'm sorry, it only gives bitterness
If eternal tomb you want to do it
it is charity that your name must be covered
There is no other way to be immortal
only love gives wings
So let us seek wisdom,
and in the heart of God, always have a room
13. Nazareth
My homeland, my homeland
returns to being the cradle of the Nazarene
you who show the way to the nations
Be always good ground of truth
But Italy you move on foolish paths
why do not you listen to the little voices of yesterday
From the modern world you let yourself be transformed
you who have made the heart of the earth

Now you are light off
like a soul in a coma
save the Gospel try
or basilica of Rome!
Return of God's light
to unite the whole flock
the popul dispersed mine
makes that true light increasingly holds
14. Childhood
O masters of happiness
children, children, children of good age
teach us to have a heart that is amazed
what a marvel of life always keeps
we are wounded by life
we must learn from you
Because sweetness is no longer felt
from a heart killed by trouble
Who becomes like a child
of him is the kingdom of heaven
Ask the divine child
healing from all our ills
let us forgive with true love
and let us heal from every rancor
towards ourselves, towards the neighbor
towards God, for a very pure heart
and with the sky we will know how to play
living happy life never banal
we will then come back to amaze
feeling majesty of a life that will never end
15. Doctors of the Law
O great scholars, listen carefully,
"only when the love of the Lord
he is full of devotion
then the truth enters the heart "
Look for in the Holy Scriptures
testimony to my words

from the acrid life
it comes out only with a lot of love
Of prayer and charity
one must fill one's life
because their identity
only united to others will never be lost
it is true that knowledge
feeds reason
but without wisdom, wisdom
you will never have a better view
As high as we can get
only baptism with fire
what is superior can reveal
Ask Christ
that presents itself to the sight of the soul
What the Father saw
it will reveal you sweetly in abundance
16. Obedience
Do not despise any good advice
currency discerning
because you are a child of God
with you His will is fulfilling
Search for words and events
the divine wills that must become actions
Be careful and do not look for sensational things
the transformations must first be in normal things
As much as you want
the inspiration is the good teacher
do it without straw tail
slowly doing what the Lord administers
Do not overdo it
this is not convenient
at the possibility of a superior man
we get there slowly and well
Remember the sins
ask abundantly for forgiveness
so that every illness can be dispelled

and you receive a heart of flesh and good
17. the carpenter
As a skilful craftsman, build your home
let the soul know, it is like a beautiful church
with work on it
you give dignity
and how you transform it into prayer
nurturing it to satiety
With the rule of the monk
give meaning to your life
with things that enrich you
that relieve every effort
Be your work done with the heart
in everything you make love
you will feel relieved
of what you do sweetly you will enjoy
Like the wise Qohelet everyone says
in the work of their hands there is pleasure and peace
In fact we need
to have done something
and in conscience we console ourselves
when it is good and fruitful
18. Death of Joseph
How hard it is
lose what is dear
Discover suddenly
how much is worth what is normal for the mind
how much we must
to our parents
whose continuous help
from the many difficulties he pulls us out
thankful we must be from our family
pray for it because it is our teacher
how much duty of having to love them
they, the image givers
that our souls must accept from the heart

because from affection to parents
our life can be blessed
if you pull yourself out of your base
your soul will remain sad
Love what has more value
they are the people who are important for your heart
19. the Baptist
Repent, and confess your mistakes
do not be good with your sins
from this naked life of possessions it will come out
make sure that you are not stained in your clothes
Because having and being is not the same thing
who gives because it is, is the one who has to excess
dress the naked
feed the hungry
make what is too much
to whom life has impoverished
know that wealth
it is in the elevated soul
you do not have duplicity
and of justice, make the soul nourished
You will be ready
streets you will have straightened
valleys you have filled and smoothed mountains too
in the real water desert you will finally have found it
And then look for the baptism of fire
Follow the teacher with complete teaching
I will stay with you for a while
but the Spirit of Jesus will become like your breath
20. Baptism
Devouring fire that burns
fill my soul with wonderful lights
give me the eyes of an eagle, make my breast burn
You are the Spirit, my beloved
With you higher and higher I will know how to fly
looking at everything from higher height

but also as a servant I will know how to love
because in charity I will have looked for my tutor
Soave and sweet
powerful and disruptive
take me to the mouth of knowledge
I without God are nothing
but together with you, angel, I am
increasingly white, always better
be worthy of the crown
destined to reign, serving up to the last person
21. Desert
Only and far
I do not want noise
the Spirit that is sweet and soft
I want to listen with my heart
divine teaching
it is done to my nearest intelligence
and inner transformation
it sublimates me in superior quality
my sense is improved
I discover the gifts of my intelligence
and how much for humility they dare
now I love with knowledge
purify my soul
make me new substance
in this desert my name is
learning of Truth and Love
The demon tempts me
the Word supports me
and even if the fear is so great
the power of God belongs to me
Winning on evil
the angels come to me
I did not want bread
and the Spirit nourished me and made me king
Now I am ready to serve you my Lord
of Word that saves you have filled my heart

we will do everything new
and both heaven and earth will be
came out as a chick from my egg
in the Sun I will bring what the devil buries
22. Come and see
Come and see
be with Me
to those who listen to me
a king's future is destiny
Who are you will understand it
the greatest adventure you will know
know yourself and God
it's what I teach in perfection
You pay attention
I lead you to sublimation
Not of fish fishermen
but of those who want to be better
with my Word you will be transformed
and like the angels you will become
and you will renew people
sweet and superior quality
Do not be afraid
it is only Love that I teach
it of divine nature
bring the sign into shape
I accept those who come to Me
who already belongs to the Father
because on you he wants to put the Seal
of a man who deserves to carry your banner
23. Cana of Galilee
Christ with the soul wants to marry
marriage of communion
for endless happiness
and higher
From our water
it turns everything into a better wine

that never ends
that taste is always fuller
What can be said
of the gift of God?
rather amazed
I am adoring rest
As you may wish
best truth?
with Christ Jesus
religion is in perfection
symbols and action
prayer and meditation
Feelings of eternity
who does superior death
There is nothing but God's reality
that never ends
I really understand
that here is full blessing
As a husband is full of love for his sweet woman
so God marries the soul that is delivered to him
Do not be afraid, and have confidence
What is man's life if the heart does not burn?
24. Healing
I was sick before I met you
incapable I was, even just moving
Blind who believes he sees with an omniscient look
in front of you, I understand that I am nothing
I heard that to many
you healed from the devil
voices from the four winds
say that by word you have a true heritage
I came to you
"I throw at your feet
I am extremely sick "
and you good, nothing in return you ask me
healed
I felt the healing power in me

suddenly healed
I have proclaimed you King
Now I am yours
take me on your way
the roads of the omnipotent God
let me see
Announcement to everyone
what you did to me
there are never more mourners
for those of you whose heart has filled
eternal happiness
now I know that I have no end
if in the others the heart inverts
to me joys and sufferings make you full and flat
25. the Beatitudes
On the mountain He rises,
and everyone gives a royal word
His thought is very sweet
which comes from a very pure heart:
Blessed are those who like flowers
welcome water of Grace
that comes from them outside,
of real life their face will shine
Blessed are those with a good heart
tears come out looking for heaven
sweet consolation
receive
together with great peace
Blessed are those filled with meekness
that everything will possess
and have great contentment
Blessed those who end their justice
their thirst and hunger will have the best bread
Blessed are those who love
without exchange
the judgment will be sweet
that will be a sweet exchange for them

Blessed are the pure in heart
because wherever they see love
of them crown I will make myself do
because they are My best part
Blessed are the guardians of harmony and peace
make My image in My place on earth
Blessed are the hated and slandered for what is right
loved by Heaven for a world of greater taste
If they persecute you for Me
be happy and happy
You will have from God "T'amo"
and you will be My friends
Be of these
look for Love
there is nothing left for it
that have shown value
26. Light of the world
It is you who follow Me
to illuminate the world
have salt in your words and lives
that my profound Truth be upon you
You are a seal
that what I say is important
be worried be your trouble
that I hate testimony that is worthless
of good works filled everything
because there is no more mourning in the earth
everyone knows that life does not die
and that the Love of God is fundamental to have
27. Teaching
Do not hate anyone and you will not be judged
if you have forgiven your heart, your sin will be forgiven
Do not be impure but love true love
wicked desire hates the Creator
Do not send your wife away
respect your deal

that if you run behind cravings
everything ruins what you did
Never take revenge, give the other cheek
who asks for gives, gives your substance
what merit would you have
if you love only those who love you?
What do you want?
not to be out of your scheme?
For all, pray and also bless
and then only then will you have real friends
do not seek compassion
look at all without presumption
secretly gives so much
only by God seeks the boast
all this is in praise of Him
this is what he wants to teach you
in this way you will treasure in Heaven
between esister and being it is much more than a veil
do not worry, and leave it to God to provide
to the things of the world, do not bend your heart too much
28. Our Father
Prayer to God the Creator
do with love
call it Father
sanctify His Name
will for eternal happiness has He on you
desire it ardent, knowing what comes then
on this world His kingdom
ask for content
to cooperate with this commitment
you are well intent
and material and spiritual bread
always ask for nourishment
your life is worth so much
it is not thrown to the wind
Forgive and ask for forgiveness
you will have your good heart towards you

ask to be guided towards the good
from evil with fear, ask for protection
29. the twelve apostles
I have you there
above all nations
together with you I will build
Church for all generations
Listen to My teaching
and all educated
your behavior is decided
and be smart sheep
there will be many wolves
my Word wins them all
drive away the demon
and heal the sick
The Word of the Gospel
be proclaimed to all
between man and God, remove the dark veil
the new truth is announced
Do not be afraid
in God you are superior
true and pure joy
comes from having acted for the best things
and if even you take away life
know that you are eternal
for you the glory is full
and your winters will be over
30. to forgive
As children, I want you faithful to me
from the heart healed from all your ills
grudges and even wounds
with prayer for others to destroy you
You still do not understand that transformation exists
that of happiness can receive the coronation heart
Live slaves of invisible prisons
that you get each other, with bad deeds

pray until you feel the rancor vanish
happiness greater than at the beginning can appear
even if forgiven is another person
it is up to you, precisely to you, that the heart is renewed
free for giving condono
receive mercy as a gift
you will be saved
no future to be rejected
have conviction
that we need to get out of the convention
of sadness and crying
to raise up to God that saves your song
31. Thank you
Thank abundantly
that no man ever had anything
to those who have a grateful heart
We three have never denied anything from Heaven
of them love falls in love with us
because their heart restores us
come to Our presence
with gratitude of those who received think
you will not have shame in your face
it is the love of God that is marked in it
to whom so much thanks
We give abundant grace
Perfect image of sonship of God
it is to set aside one's self
We can not drive away
it is our very difficult creature to be denied
And if you want to become perfect
of sufferings and hardships thanks from the heart
you will have more in abundance
that will give you joy that will bring the soul into dance
32. Pray for everyone
Maximum sublimation is in prayer
being close to God is worth more than any action

Pray for yourself and for everyone too
gives you and the others numerous fruits
But know how to ask well
the Holy Spirit that suits you
and then ask for Truth and Wisdom
for a bright and intense intelligence
Do not worry about material goods
the demands of the Spirit are more real
So the world of real life will fill you
and many fish will be taken from your network
To those who pray life is simple
and, know, even morir is easier
Praying for others
you will fill yourselves with grace
if you have the other nutrients
certain salvation you will then have
33. To praise
Make your heart sweet
to the divine three Persons
Fill your mood with affection
from sadness, heal us with apprehension
that many saints blaspheme
and to call them beasts is to want them to improve
but of praises with love
nobody ever knows us proud
as a man to a beautiful woman
as a maiden to her beloved
God too may have His manna
that came from the mouth of one of your chosen ones
How much desire of exchange of love!
How much desire to live in faith!
On their head I give My Name
and I will see what no one else sees
And if you too want praise
guide the life of the Gospel
or know, of the saints God so much enjoys
and give them the admiration of Heaven

34. The lost sheep
Lost sheep
I come to look for you
you do not know how much your life is worth
but with Me you can understand it
with great love Magdalene cries
and his feet tears Me in his tears
with the sweet hats she dries me
of perfect repentance she is a figure
A consecrated exhibition, a day ahead
of devzion beautiful perfect example
because with nardo he teaches so many
perfect adoration of those of Trinity is temple
Perfect sheep
that deserves to be in the shepherd's arms
the other ninety-nine
they have no better happiness
Convert yourself every day
you love as long as I come back
remember that towards you my pledge
he needs you to give me often sign of love
sheep that are eagles elected
the best of my flock
you fly to high peaks
you know the highest law
35. Resurrection of the faithful
"Lazarus, come out!"
And he came out of the grave
the death that was until yesterday
he lost all his shadow
Who loves the Lord
is destined to resurrect
it is in a life that no longer dies
that can no longer be stopped
"He who believes in Me
even if he dies he will live "

eternal promise is there
and every man will know it
higher doctrine
that gives man immortal life
it gives better happiness
never known by those who are trivial
Try to deserve it
to be able to contemplate Paradise
it is holy to say and do
and there will never be darker on your face
of certain hope
your soul is full
only for good is on alert
of glory now know the way
36. The merciful Father
How merciful is the Father
go back to your home
with him graceful consolations
on Truth the soul bases
the rich and satisfied son
without him he is poor and hungry
has lost the duty of salvation
with prostitutes he has lost his soul
But when you come back from afar
the Father immediately rushes
it does not make you wait days
but suffered from the bad help you
With Him you have the ring on your finger
you are fed of fat calf
to love you open sight and hearing
it is not a thing of the dead and dead world
Escape from Babel
that tightens and kills the heart
with God only honey
with him only true promises
37. Christ King and judge

One day your actions
have salaries
know that there is judgment
both by virtue and by vice
every gesture is registered
both of charity and of sin
what you do to the last ones
listen, everything will be remembered
in them you do it to Me
that good are made King
I will give access to Heaven
only who is good will be admitted
If you want glorification
Just do it to people
Do not be hard and give each bread
and a hundredfold will be all that good
38. Against the Pharisees
Or blind to heart
that you do not know the Spirit of the Law
in you the Truth dies
and on you the lion roars
the soul is full of serpents
that poison has well filled
only envy in you rumina
the blood of the good you have appetite
What a sentence for hard like you
that towards love are you always king?
you take glory from each other
but you are wrapped up, know, in infernal network
Get yourself converted to love your neighbor
and not to fill the Holy Word with a bad yeast
perfection in the Gospel is, you know, at most
have the dedicated heart to God
39. The vines and the shoots
I am the true eternal life
and you the most elected branches

the sap of mine by now you know
do not put obstacles in Truth
with prayer united with Me, stay
and do so much for My glory
you will have it in it
and in the divine family you will enjoy joy
the branch can not bear fruit alone
I tell you that I always work with you
wishing others salvation bring truth
it is all that will remain of this reality
Big booty having given souls to Heaven
this beautiful beauty to you reveals to you
there is no such immense beatitude for man
that having lived for God an intense life
40. Renounce
Together with Me, carry the cross
it is the mouth of the sonship of God
deny, or faithful, happy meat
because of spiritual truths you can taste them
being mine costs little effort
look who does not, has vanished joy
in love of God and of neighbor
look for identity
very good commandment
and glory to satiety
even a thirsty drinker
there is, you know, reward
nothing is forgotten from God
superabundant joy dispensation
Know that in your own fruit
there is the greatest consolation
to whom he gave to everything
perfect redemption is given
Do not be melancholy
of the things of the old world
know, it's just an anesthesia
that makes the heart unclean

You are looking for living water
truth that the demon raptured
In my mind you find pleasure
that in holiness that gift is perfect joy
41. Eucharist
In bread I give myself
so that you are children of God
everything with Me condemns you
because you are so similar to Me
of divine substance
your soul is imprinted
and the palace of my throne
I want your good heart
Comunion with Heaven
be in your soul
that to My sweet Gospel
gently bow down
Whether you are small or big
from Me you will be transformed
if you follow My commands
in angels you will be made
I speak to you with the heart
do not despise love of God
Only with Me you will be able to possess everything
these My words, know, are true
42. Agony of Gethsemane
Sin and Love
fill with fire the Redeemer
in the garden, of every sinner
He makes new creation
Sweat and blood
escon to rivoli
for every man who died langue
and it is craving for devils
No in prayer to him is near
Christ yearns for us with His sigh

but few walk straight
and Jesus only begins to passion
Tremendous salary
of sin death
from the usurer demon
and from his sad court
But it is now won
with the love that redeems
his domain is off
along with his rot
43. The passion of Jesus
Death in judgment
to the great judge of life
who hates divorce
with Truth which gives acquired redemption
flagella and thorns
to be able to atone for everything
and so, just like that
that to be God can be manifested
hate and love in one is expressed
it's that cross on him
that gives salvation to all of us
the King for His own accepts death
and of Heaven, He who is good, opens the doors to us
by immerging our life in His glorious Blood
it is distinguished from the reprobi peccator
And however badly it was
every heart can now be renewed
it is the center of our faith
that to good news leads cornerstone
and what the eye does not see
at the heart it gives a warm awakening
We have been saved!
And we are now eternal
We are healed from His wounds
and re-glorious our meat!

44. Tomb and crying of the Madonna
Life knows death
and dismay is on every side
everything seems finished
what he knew of infinity
But death can not stop life
because it escaped him
followed does not have its own law
and even the hinges on which she holds
Our Lady of Sorrows
the love of his heart cries
but certain faith has not vanished
and love will triumph from the Father
Logic of the living God
that dismay our every mind
donate new reality
to a world that is now renewed
45. Resurrection
Very high elevation
of man's existence
pure image
of God's substance
Risen Christ
light for the peoples
we lighten the face
of immortality we are now conscious
Power of life
death on you failed
and with God we will get you
in eternal light we will shine
death receives death
and life grows infinite
the doors are open from the Ciel
and the wound is closed of finite existence
46. Ascension
Ascend humanity

together with the Redeemer
sublimated in quality
worthy now of complete healing
fallen what is trivial
healed in her innermost self
in His King he found Christmas
to find nature in God
it must now become compliant
what the Savior said
following your sweet rules
he may come out of a gloomy prison
and one day it will be precious gem
in the hands of his Creator
thanks to those whose heart inflames
that gives it great value to all of it
47. Pentecost
People of Christ
transubstantiated into sons of God
Come back, come back soon
to this world that has only its own self
leaven of humanity
that you say the truth
receive the power
and awaken the conscience of the world
it wants you off
but you, Church, are the real fold
shake the world like the wind
do not have a senile
in the Holy Spirit it is your strength
explains Love in Truth
that in a nutshell the man fades
from the bleak blindness
overturn the schemes of so many people
who can not go against the current
Be calm in your humility
because it is worthy of virility
You are Mother and Generator

your children lead to the Light
pasci, or Pastora, the precious flock
always bring it to the Divine Law
48. The consecrated
Or heralds of the Light
bring peace to the world
you that the soul nourishes
that consecrate your lives to this
Keep the man steady
to the Gospel you proclaim
turn the heart into emerald
giving hope that you have
Pray for us all
that fall the false and dirty gods
of good works make us amazed
that towards the Ciel will be kidnapped
Be holy
you what holiness you will enjoy
of charity observants
and love the world filled
Pray for every true good
until our Lord reigns
because even the demon holds
every true happiness that the world dreams
49. Heaven
Immense Ciel of stuffed beauty
colors and dance, light and happiness
existing world, albeit otherworldly
of hearts' expectations you are true reality
Of your language
I careful student
I'm running to you fast
with the words of which I was grazing
I know I have a lot of treasure
but I'm not someone who thinks of gold
to be with the children of the Light

it is this, just this, my true and sweet peace
Ready already I am
to join you soon
joined to those friends
so my heart rejoiced
and to see the kingdom of Love
it is my greatest design
I have the pledge of God's will
and now I only want the true dream
50. The Trinity
Highest Trinity
I prostrate you with happiness
superior to all creation
sublimate it with Your redemption
in the Holy Spirit
we find every sense
we children of His intense
and ineffable wind
perfection of sanctity
which has three persons in God's form
you teach holy charity
of which only the heart is nourished
and in You everything of immense is illuminated
that your creation shines from your truth
or let me nourish you from Your wisdom
that very high truth enters my heart
I'm here to love you
You who love me first
I want to give you praise
you have satisfied all that I long for
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